High-speed transverse and axial optical force measurements using amplitude filter masks.
Direct optical force measurement is a versatile method used in optical tweezers experiments, providing accurate measurements of forces for a wide range of particles and trapping beams. It is based on the detection of the change of the momentum of light scattered by a trapped object. A digital micromirror device can be used to selectively reflect light in different directions using an appropriately defined mask. We have developed position-sensitive masked detection (PSMD) for measuring transverse (radial) and axial forces. The method is comparable in performance to the fastest split detectors, while maintaining the linearity and customizability similar to duo-lateral position-sensitive detectors (PSD) and cameras. We show an order of magnitude increase in the bandwidth compared to a conventional PSD for radial forces. We measure axial force and verify the measurement using the Stokes drag for the particle. Combining both detectors (PSMD and PSD), we can perform full 3-D optical force measurements in real time.